NOTABLE TREE FORM
Wilton Tree Committee

A Notable Tree (NT) is a tree jointly determined by the Tree Warden and the Tree Committee to be of great rarity, size or age, or associated with a historical event or person, or of special value to the community for their unique scenic enrichment to a property.

Owners of a “notable tree” may receive guidance from the Tree Committee and/or Tree Warden to help support and prolong their life.

Residents may submit their nomination for notable trees to the Tree Warden/Tree Committee on this form, accompanied by a photograph or sketch of the tree. If the nominated tree is on private property, permission from the property owner shall be included with the nomination form. Nominated trees on private property shall be viewable from a public property or road.

Most importantly, securing a tree on this list in does not provide special protection or regulation to these trees but is meant as educational tool and to public raise awareness of beautiful trees in our town. Thank you for your interest in the notable tree program.

---

Tree Nomination (Species, Size and Location):

Your reason (s) for nominating such tree:

Name, Address, Telephone # and email address:

Date Submitted:

Action Taken (For Tree Committee Use Only):

---

Send to: Mike Conklin, Environmental Affairs, Wilton Town Hall Annex, 238 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897